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Introduction
Last year we opened this report with how
Birmingham is experiencing a period of
change, establishing itself as the true
second city in the UK. In this edition,
we look at how Birmingham is taking
that growth to the next level, using key
successes to position itself on a global
stage.
Now the most populous city outside
of London in the UK, Birmingham has
experienced an increase of 163% since
2002 according to Centre for Cities.
Birmingham is also the youngest city in
Europe, demonstrating the allure it has
with young professionals looking for ‘true
city-centre lifestyle’, delivering excellent
employment opportunities and quality
amenities on their doorstep.
In the last decade, developments in the
city have become increasingly mixeduse, providing progressive and vibrant
working environments as well as smart
living spaces that have put Birmingham
at the forefront of UK development.
Numerous infrastructure improvements

have also helped create a powerful
network across the entire West Midlands,
leading outwards from Birmingham to key
destinations throughout the region.
This dedication to ensuring positive
change has meant the second city has
been chosen for accolades such as
hosting the 2022 Commonwealth Games
while also remaining a top destination for
international businesses Deutsche Bank,
HSBC, PwC and RBS to name a few.
The next steps for Birmingham are
vital. With one look at the crane-filled
skyline, we can see the strength and
depth of the development pipeline
and it’s continuing evolution, providing
large-scale regeneration alongside new
development.
Equally, Birmingham needs to utilise
its unique central position in the UK,
capturing and driving the next generation
of business - encouraging the digital
revolution and harnessing the power of
its knowledge industries.

Birmingham’s
Brexit Outlook
Since the referendum decision two years
ago, the assumption has been that Brexit
will irreversibly hurt the economy. The
outlook for Birmingham and the wider
West Midlands heading into 2018 was
worse, with experts forecasting the
region’s economy to completely derail.
However, entering 2019, the story has
been quite different.
Birmingham’s economy has trended
positively. Knowledge industries in the
region have demonstrated robust growth
with the professional, scientific and
technical sectors all seeing increases in
the number of employees. Unemployment
rates have fallen by 23%, lower than the
6.1% they were in 2016. The GDP has
grown to levels higher than 2017, despite
the Brexit deadline drawing closer.1
As a region, the West Midlands because
of its industrial diversity has never been
stronger, with around 120,000 new jobs
created since the country voted to leave
the EU. To it’s credit, the jobs being
created are in high-value knowledgebased industries, 2 incredibly useful in
a time when the UK economy is being
shaped by trends such as the ‘digital
revolution’ and the importance of ‘always
online’ generation.
Simply put, the economic statistics
aren’t as bleak as the Brexit discussion
is making out. In the Midlands particularly
strong growth in the rental sector,
innovation in industry and commercial
strength is breaking the predictions.

“THERE IS NO SIGN TO DATE THAT FOREIGN PROPERTY INVESTORS
WILL SUDDENLY DESERT EITHER LONDON OR THE UK POST-BREXIT.
THERE IS EVERY REASON TO BELIEVE THAT THE FLOW OF OVERSEAS
MONEY WILL CONTINUE TO INCREASE.”

It’s also important to consider that the
effects of Brexit may not be felt until the
near future and beyond. Oliver Knight,
associate at Knight Frank, believes that
this unclear future is having the biggest
effect on holding growth back, perhaps
suggesting a surge may be around the
corner.
“There is a lot of uncertainty in the
market as to where we are with
Brexit… That has really kept a lid on
further growth. There is a wait-andsee attitude.”
Chesterton’s believe that the overall
economy will determine the way that
the UK property market will progress.
They also predict that after the turbulence
settles, economic growth will quickly
resume. In terms of foreign investment,
Chesterton’s suggest:
“There is no sign to date that foreign
property investors will suddenly
desert either London or the UK postBrexit. There is every reason to believe
that the flow of overseas money will
continue to increase.”
Of all the different asset classes in the
UK, property has remained popular.
Reinforcing the old saying “safe as
houses”, 63% of respondents to a recent
Market Financial Solutions (MFS) investor
survey regard property as a ‘secure asset’
with 18% of investors still considering
investing over the next year.
For investors looking at the UK property
market, it’s vital to keep an eye on the
political landscape during these first few
months of 2019.

1 https://www.knightfrank.co.uk/research/the-birmingham-report-2018-5721.aspx (p20)
2 https://www.knightfrank.co.uk/research/the-birmingham-report-2018-5721.aspx (p21)
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Residential
Market Insights
For the Birmingham residential market, the
story is one of two halves. On one hand,
Birmingham continues to outperform
the wider UK market for both house
price growth and affordability, yet it
also continues to suffer from a chronic
undersupply of residential property.
During 2018, house price growth in
Birmingham was 5.5%, significantly higher
than the national average of 3.5% over the
same period. This is another example of
positive growth for the second city, which
has seen price increases of 45% over
the last decade but still remained more
affordable than the average UK property.3
However, while ONS data suggests that
Birmingham will need an additional 3,145
households each year, Birmingham’s local
plan only accounts for 2,555, putting a
strain on a city that is seeing increasing
popularity and rising tenant demand.
According to Knight Frank data, the
residential pipeline is looking better than
it has in a decade but will still fail to met
demand. With around 4,507 units currently
planned over the next 5+ years in central
Birmingham, most of these will be larger
schemes that will create a bustling and
vibrant skyline designed to offer truly
smart living at the heart of Birmingham.
The pipeline also includes signs of future
development, with planning for an extra
4,600 units over 10 years as part of
regeneration schemes encompassing

the Eastside and included within the Big
City Plan.
Generally across the UK, housing
markets have responded similarly to the
uncertainty associated with Brexit, either
staying flat or experiencing softer growth.
For Birmingham, the local picture looks
more promising, especially as regional
markets tend to be more needs-based.
Importantly, the West Midlands economy
remains a robust foundation, supporting
Birmingham in outpacing regional growth
averages and maintaining increased
employment levels.
This draw of employment is set to impact
demand heavily in the next few years,
as accessibility to the capital becomes
more efficient and more direct after the
completion of HS2. Knight Frank forecasts
that residential property prices in the West
Midlands will rise by nearly 11% over the
next five years.4

HS2 Curzon Street - Illustration

45%

price increase over
the last ten years

11%

predicted rise over
the next five years in
the west midlands4
3 https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/housing/bulletins/housingaffordabilityinenglandandwales/1997to2016
4 https://www.knightfrank.co.uk/research/the-birmingham-report-2018-5721.aspx
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What’s Next for
the Private Rented
Sector?
The Private Rented Sector (PRS)
continues to expand, despite changes
to policies that directly impact Buy-toLet (BTL) landlords. With nearly a quarter
of all Birmingham households in the PRS,
the average asking rent for a property in
the city has increased by over 15% in
the last five years,5 demonstrating the
unprecedented growth the sector has
experienced as a whole.
Rental markets are particularly strong
in city-centres and regional cores
continue to draw tenants from a range
of demographics. Young professionals
and couples are especially common,
seeking out a home close to their place
of work that provides a flexible tenure and
necessary amenities nearby.
These contemporary PRS developments
are also taking on the smart lifestyle
qualities that cities such as Birmingham
are introducing throughout their
infrastructure. From concierge services to
gyms, social spaces and smart technology
throughout the property, modern renters
are looking for that extra touch from new
developments.

Similarly, Birmingham is experiencing an
influx of Build-to-Rent (BTR) models for
developments - purpose-built residences
that are institutionally funded. For the
young city, regeneration is likely to bring
with it more BTR properties, especially
for areas such as Eastside and Southside
that are experiencing complete redevelopment in the coming years.
As the changes to mortgage relief policy
(MIRAS) for 2019 and 2020 continue to
be introduced, it’s likely that landlords
will be looking at their portfolios closely,
ensuring that their properties are still
viable. For a location such as Birmingham
that is driving both rental demand, capital
growth and affordability, it still represents
an excellent investment opportunity.

'THE AVERAGE ASKING RENT FOR A PROPERTY IN THE CITY
HAS INCREASED BY OVER 15% IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS,
DEMONSTRATING THE UNPRECEDENTED GROWTH THE
SECTOR HAS EXPERIENCED AS A WHOLE.”

5 https://www.loveyourpostcode.com/birmingham-rents-rise-quicker-birmingham-property-prices-next-5-years/
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Commercial Market Insights
The Birmingham commercial pipeline
continues to be a gamechanger for
the city, attracting new business and
accelerating the huge pool of talented
employees.
Knight Frank believes the economy will
soon be heavily influenced by the ‘war for
talent’ and property will play an integral
part, as larger companies attempt to entice
skilled employees using the surroundings
as a selling point. Commercial occupiers
understand that workplaces should
provide personal amenities, offering
close proximity to travel links and offices
designed based on global trends such
as wellbeing.
Birmingham continues to undergo
huge changes and from a commercial
perspective, developments such as
Snowhill, Paradise and Arena Central
are all contributing to commercial space
within the city - adding nearly 1m sq.ft
over the next two years.
There’s also a significant amount of ongoing
pre-let agreements, demonstrating the
confidence that many businesses have
in Birmingham. Developments such as
One Chamberlain Square are already fully
pre-let and an increasing number of global
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businesses associated with into other
developments - constantly expanding
the largest business, professional and
financial hub outside of London.
Birmingham’s location at the heart of
the UK only strengthens its commercial
potential in 2019 and beyond. As the
Midland Metro system grows and HS2
continues to progress, accessibility will
support increased commercial demand,
effectively turning Birmingham into a
commuter hotspot.
In terms of commercial space being
filled, if the current situation continues,
commercial supply will be even lower
at a time when demand has never been
higher. This will have a direct impact
on accelerating growth, encouraging
investors to have confidence in the market
and forcing the commercial pipeline to
react accordingly.
Combined with increased levels of inward
investment, both the government and the
investment community will help support
Birmingham’s overall growth.
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What The
Future Holds
For Birmingham
Birmingham’s commercial market has
a very positive outlook over the next
two years, thanks to a pipeline of one
million sq.ft of new and refurbished
space becoming available. According to
commercial property agency KWB, 2019
will finish higher than 2018 which ended
up generating a total take-up of 753,316
sq ft.
As landlords work harder to retain
occupants and the quality of stock
improves, KWB expects to see headline
rents increasing to £35 per sq ft.
Deloitte also announced that construction
levels remained resilient over 2018, nearly
23 new projects broke ground last year
- 13 of which were major residential
developments.6
Several major developments will continue
to progress in 2019 including High Speed
2, whilst Paradise and Arena Central draw

6 https://www.birminghampost.co.uk/business/commercial-property/confidence-stays-strong-birminghams-development-15782901

closer to completion. With Birmingham
Smithfield now connected to a developer,
this generational development is free to
progress through into the build stage.
Preparations for the Commonwealth
Games have already begun and will
continue during 2019, following investment
into key Birmingham areas that will be
playing host to facilities. In the run-up to
2022, many different developments will
create space for athletes to stay, train
and compete whilst building a legacy for
the future.
Finally, the first wave of 5G smartphones
is expected to appear during 2019,
demonstrating one of the first examples
of the 5G testbed initiative coming online.
The initial plan is to build a ‘spine’ of masts
that will connect key destinations across
the West Midlands, with between 25%
and 40% of the region covered by 2021.
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About
SevenCapital
SevenCapital is one of the largest privately
owned real estate investment and development
companies in the UK, operating across
residential, commercial and hospitality sectors.

every step of the way. Not all Property Agents
and/or Developers focus on this part of the
investment cycle to protect their clients. We
make this our priority before anything else.

Since launch, the group has built an exciting
portfolio of projects with a value in excess
of £1.5billion, spanning more than 5 million
square feet and employing more than
130 dedicated property and construction
professionals.

We are a financially strong and experienced
property developer, with our own construction
company Colmore Tang, and an extensive
portfolio spanning the residential, commercial
and hospitality sectors. We control every
part of the process to ensure we meet the
highest standards for our customers and we
are delivering for them.

SevenCapital’s residential specialism is in
creating and delivering well designed, high
quality apartment developments in key city
centre locations and other high demand areas
that hold strong appeal amongst investors
and tenants alike.
We are dedicated to offering First-class
customer service is at the heart of everything
we do. We provide a fully managed “hands
off” investment service with 60 full time
staff dedicated to making the investment
experience easy and convenient.

Established in 2009, the company has grown
significantly and, in addition to offices in
London, Birmingham, Dubai, South Africa,
Hong Kong & Switzerland, SevenCapital now
has plans for further expansion.

We are investors ourselves and we
understand the fully-managed service our
Investors need, right through to property
management and indeed exit. As such our
customer service operation is award-winning,
and you can rest assured that as an investor
with SevenCapital, you will be taken care of at

Theresa Fernandez
international@pamgolding.co.za
+27 (0)21 762 2617

